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Abstract
In this paper wc discuss the use of discourse context in spoken dialogue systems and argue that the
knowledge of the domain, modelled with the help of
dialogue topics is important in maintaining robusthess of the system and improving recognition accuracy of spoken utterances. We propose a topic model
which consists of a domain model, structured into a
topic tree, and the Predict-Support algorithm which
assigns topics to utterances on the basis of the topic
transitions described in the topic tree and the words
recognized in the input utterance. The algorithm
uses a probabilistic topic type tree and mutual infor~
mation between the words and different topic types,
and gives recognition accuracy of 78.68c~ and precision of 74.64%. This makes our topic model highly
comparable to discourse models which are based on
recognizing dialogue acts.
1

Introduction

One of the fragile points in integrated spoken language systems is the erroneous analyses of the initial
speech input, t The output of a speech recognizer has
direct influence on the performance of other mod~
ules of the system (dealing with dialogue management, translation, database search, response planning, etc.), and the initial inaccuracy usually gets
accumulated in the later stages of processing. Performance of speech recognizers can be improved by
tuning their language model and lexicon, but prob~
lems still remain with the erroneous ranking of the
best paths: information content of the selected utterances may be wrong. It is thus essential to use
contextual information to compensate various errors
in the output, to provide expectations of what will
be said next and to help to determine the appropriate dialogue state.
tlowever, negative effects of an inaccurate context
have also been noted: cumulative error in discourse
context drags performance of the system below the
rates it would achieve were contextual information
1Alexandersson (1996) remarks t h a t with a 3000 word lexicon, a 75 % word accuracy m e a n s t h a t in practice the word
lattice does not contain the actually spoken sentence.
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not used (Qu et ah, 1996; Church and Gale, 1991).
Successful use of context thus presupposes appropriate context management: (1) features that define
the context are relevant for the processing task, and
(2) construction of the context is accurate.
In this paper we argue in favour of using one
type of contextual information, topic information,
to maintain robustness of a spoken language systen,. Our model deals with the information content
of utterances, and defines the context it, terms of
topic types, related to the current domain knowledge and represented in the form of a topic tree.
To update the context with topics we introduce the
Predict-Support algorithm which selects utterance
topics on the basis of topic transitions described in
the topic tree and words recognized in the current
utterance. At present, the algorithm is designed as
a filter which re-orders the candidates produced by
the speech recognizer, but future work encompasses
integration of the algorithm into a language model
and actual speech recognition process.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the related previous research and sets out our
starting point. Section 3 presents the topic model
and the Predict-Support algorithm, and section 4
gives results of tile experiments conducted with the
modeh Finally, section 5 summarises the properties
of the topic model, and points to future research.
2

Previous research

Previous research on using contextual information
in spoken language systems has mainly dealt with
speech acts (Nagata and Morimoto, 1994; Rcithinger
and Maier, 1995; Mgller, 1996). In dialogue systems, speech acts seem to provide a reasonable first
approximation of the utterance meaning: they abstract over possible linguistic realisations and, dealing with the illocutionary force of utterances, can
also be regarded as a domain-independent aspect of
communication.2
2Of course, most dialogue systems include domain dependent acts to cope with the paxtictflar requirements of the domain, cf.Alexandersson (1996). Speech acts are also related
to the task: information providing, apt)ointment negotiat-

However, speech acts concern a rather abstract
level of utterance modelling: they represent the
speakers' intentions, but ignore the semantic content of the utterance. Consequently, context models
which use only speech act information tend to be
less specific and hence less accurate. Nagata and
Morimoto (1994) report prediction accuracy of 61.7
%, 77.5 % and 85.1% for the first, second and third
best dialogue act (in their terminology: Illocutionary Force Type) prediction, respectively, while Reithinger and Maier (1995) report the corresponding
accuracy rates as 40.28 %, 59.62 % and 71.93 %,
respectively. The latter used structurally varied dialogues in their tests and noted that deviations from
the defined dialogue structures made the recognition
accuracy drop drastically.
To overcome prediction inaccuracies, speech act
based context models are accompanied with the information about the task or the actual words used.
Reithinger and Maier (1995) describe plan-based repairs, while MSller (1996) argues in favour of domain
knowledge. Qu et al. (1996) show that to minimize
cumulative contextual errors, the best method, with
71.3% accuracy, is the Jumping Context approach
which relies on syntactic and semantic information
of the input utterance rather than strict prediction of
dialogue act sequences. Recently also keyword-based
topic identification has been applied to dialogue
move (dialogue act) recognition (Garner, 1997).
Our goal is to build a context model for a spoken dialogue system, and we emphasise especially
the system's robustness, i.e. its capability to produce reliable and meaningful responses in presence
of various errors, disfiuencies, unexpected input and
out-of-domain utterances, etc. (which are especially
notorious when dealing with spontaneous speech).
The model is used to improve word recognition accuracy, and it should also provide a useful basis for
other system modules.
However, we do not aim at robustness on a merely
mechanical level of matching correct words, but
rather, on the level of maintaining the information
content of the utterances. Despite the vagueness
of such a term, we believe that speech act based
context models are less robust due to the fact that
the information content of the utterances is ignored.
Consistency of the information exchanged in (taskoriented) conversations is one of the main sources for
dialogue coherence, and so pertinent in the context
management besides speech acts. Deviations from a
predefined dialogue structure, multifunctionality of
utterances, various side-sequences, disfluencies, etc.
cannot be dealt with on a purely abstract level of
illocution, but require knowledge of the domain, expressed in the semantic content of the utterances.
ion, argumentation etc. have different communicative purposes which are reflected in the set of necessary speech acts.
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Moreover, in multilingual applications, like speechto-speech translation systems, the semantic content
of utterances plays an important role and an integrated system must also produce a semantic analysis
of the input utterance. Although the goal may be a
shallow understanding only, it is not enough that the
system knows that the speaker uttered a "request":
the type of the request is also crucial.
We thus reckon that appropriate context management should provide descriptions of what is said,
and that the recognition of the utterance topic is an
important task of spoken dialogue systems.
3
The Topic Model
In AI-based dialogue modelling, topics are associated with a particular discourse entity, focus, which
is currently in the centre of attention and which
the participants want to focus their actions on, e.g.
Grosz and Sidner (1986). The topic (focus) is a
means to describe thematically coherent discourse
structure, and its use has been mainly supported by
arguments regarding anaphora resolution and processing effort (search space limits). Our goal is to
use topic information in predicting likely content o f
the next utterance, and thus we are more interested
in the topic types that describe the information conveyed by utterances than the actual topic entity.
Consequently, instead of tracing salient entities in
the dialogue and providing heuristics for different
shifts of attention, we seek a formalisation of the
information structure of utterances in terms of the
new information that is exchanged in the course of
the dialogue.
The purpose of our topic model is to assist speech
processing, and so extensive and elaborated reasoning about plans and world knowledge is not available. Instead a model that relies on observed facts
(= word tokens) and uses statistical information is
preferred. We also expect the topic model to be general and extendable, so that if it is to be applied to
a different domain, or more factors in the recognition of the information structure of the utterances 3
are to be taken into account, the model could easily
adapt to these changes.
The topic model consists of the following parts:
1. domain knowledge structured into a topic tree
2. prior probabilities of different topic shifts
3. topic vectors describing the mutual information
between words and topic types
4. Predict-Support algorithm to measure similarity between the predicted topics and the topics
supported by the input utterance.
Below we describe each item in detail.
3For instance, sentential stress and pitch accent are important in recognizing topics in spontaneous speech.

Figure 1: A partial topic tree.
3.1

Topic trees

Originally "focus trees" were proposed by (McCoy
and Cheng, 1991) to trace foci in NL generation systems. The branches of the tree describe what sort
of shifts are cognitively easy to process and can be
expected to occur in dialogues: random jumps from
one branch to another are not very likely to occur,
and if they do, they should be appropriately marked.
The focus tree is a snbgraph of the world knowledge,
built in the course of the discourse on the basis of
the utterances that have occurred. The tree both
constrains and enables prediction of what is likely
to be talked about next, and provides a top-down
approach to dialogue coherence.
Our topic tree is an organisation of the domain
knowledge in terms of topic types, bearing resemblance to the topic tree of Carcagno and Iordanskaja
(1993). The nodes of the tree 4 correspond to topic
types which represent clusters of the words expected
to occur at a particular point of the dialogue. Figure 1 shows a partial topic tree in a hotel reservation
domain.
For our experiments, topic trees were hand-coded
from our dialogue corpus.
Since this is timeconsuming and subjective, an automatic clustering
program, using the notion of a topic-binder, is currently under development.
Our corpus contains 80 dialogues from the bilingual ATR Spoken Language Dialogue Database.
4 W e will c o n t i n u e talking a b o u t a topic tree, a l t h o u g h in
s t a t i s t i c a l modelling, t h e tree b e c o m e s a topic network where
t h e shift p r o b a b i l i t y b e t w e e n n o d e s w h i c h are n o t d a u g h t e r s
or sisters of each o t h e r is close to zero.
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The dialogues deal with hotel reservation and tourist
information, and the total number of utterances is
4228. (Segmentation is based on the information
structure so that one utterance contains only one
piece of new information.) The number of different
word tokens is 27058, giving an average utterance
length 6,4 words.
The corpus is tagged with speech acts, using a
surface pattern oriented speech act classification of
Seligman et al. (1994), and with topic types. The
topics are assigned to utterances oll the basis of tile
new information carried by the utterance. New information (Clark and Ilaviland, 1977; Valldnvl and
Engdahl, 1996) is the locus of information related to
the sentential nuclear stress, and identified in regard
to the previous context as the piece of information
with which the context is updated after uttering the
utterance. Often new information includes the verb
and the following noun phrase.
More than one third of the utterances (1747) contain short fixed phrases (Let me confirm.; thank you;
good-bye; ok; yes), and temporizers (well, ah, uhm).
These utterances do not request or provide information about the domain, but control the dialogue in
terms of time management requests or conventionalised dialogue acts (feedback-acknowledgements,
thanks, greetings, closings, etc.) The special topic
type IANI, is assigned to these utterances to signify
their role in InterAction Management. The topic
type MIX is reserved for utterances which contain information not directly related to the domain (safety
of the downtown area, business taking longer than
expected, a friend coming for a visit etc.), thus marking out-of-domain utterances. Typically these utterances give the reason for the request.
The number of topic types in the corpus is 62.
Given the small size of the corpus, this w~s considered too big to be used successfully in statistical calculations, and they were pruned on the basis of the
topic tree: only the topmost nodes were taken into
account and the subtopics merged into approproate
mother topics. Figure 2 lists the pruned topic types
and their frequencies in the corpus.
tag
tam
room
stay
name
res
paym
contact
meals
mix

count
1747
826
332
310

%
41.3
19.5
7.9
7.6
7.3

250
237
135
71

5.9
5.6
3.2
1.7
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interpretation

Interaction Management
Room, its properties
Staying period
Name, spelling
Make/change/extend/
cancel reservation
Payment method
Contact hffo
Meals (breakfast, dinner)
Single unique topics

Figure 2: Topic tags for the experiment.

3.2

Topic shifts

On the basis of the tagged dialogue corpus, probabilities of different topic shifts were estimated. We
used the Carnegie Mellon Statistical Language Modeling (CMU SLM) Toolkit, (Clarkson and Rosen°
feld, 1997) to calculate probabilities. This builds a
trigram backoff model where the conditional probablilities are calculated as follows:

p(w31wl, w2) =
pS(wl, w2, wS)
bo_wt2(wl, w2) x p(w31w2)

p(w31w2)

if trigram exists
if bigram (wl,w2)
exists
otherwise.

p(w2lwl ) =
p2(wl, w2)
bo_wtl(wl) x pl(w2)

if bigram exists
otherwise.

3.3 Topic v e c t o r s
Each word type may support several topics. For instance, the occurrence of the word room in the utterance I'd like to make a room reservation, supports
the topic MAKERESERVATION,but in the utterance
We have only twin rooms available on the 15th. it
supports the topic ROOM. To estimate how well the
words support the different topic types, we measured
mutual information between each word and the topic
types. Mutual information describes how much information a word w gives about a topic type t, and
is calculated as follows (ln is log base two, p(tlw)
the conditional probability of t given w, and p(t)
the probability of t):

I(w,t)

= In

p(w,t)
p(w). p(t)

t o p v e c t or ( room, [mi (0. 21409750769169117, c o n t a c t ) ,
mi ( - 5 . 5258041314543815, Jam) ,
mi (-3. 831955835588453 , m e a l s ) ,
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi
mi

(O,mix) ,
(- 1. 2 6 9 7 1 3 4 1 1 3 6 7 3 8 , name ) ,
(-2. 7 2 0 9 2 4 5 2 3 1 9 9 7 0 9 , paym) ,
(0. 9 6 8 7 3 5 3 5 6 1 8 8 1 4 0 7 , res ) ,
(I. 9 0 3 5 8 9 9 4 4 2 7 4 0 1 0 5 , room) ,
(-4. 1 3 0 1 7 9 6 6 9 8 8 4 5 4 7 , st ay) ] ).

The word supports the topics ROOM and MAKERESERVATION (res), but gives no information about
MIx (out-of-domain) topics, and its presence is
highly indicative that the utterance is not at least
IAM o r STAY. It also supports CONTACT because
the corpus contains utterances like I'm in room 213
which give information about how to contact the
customer who is staying at a hotel.
The topic vectors are formed from the corpus. We
assume that the words are independently related to
the topic types, although in the case of natural language utterances this may be too strong a constraint.
3.4 T h e P r e d i c t - S u p p o r t A l g o r i t h m
Topics are assigned to utterances given tile previous
topic sequence (what has been talked about) and
the words that carry new information (what is actually said). The Predict-Support Algorithm goes as
follows:
1. Prediction: get the set of likely next topics in
regard to the previous topic sequences using the
topic shift model.
2. Support: link each NewInfo word wj of the input to the possible topics types by retrieving
its topic vector. For each topic type ti, add up
the amounts of mutual information m i ( w j ; t i )
by which it is supported by the words wj, and
rank the topic types in the descending order of
mutual information.
3. Selection:

- ln-P(tlw)

p(t)

If a word and a topic are negatively correlated,
mutual information is negative: the word signals
absence of the topic rather than supports its presence. Compared with a simple counting whether the
word occurs with a topic or not, mutual information
thus gives a sophisticated and intuitively appealing
method for describing the interdependence between
words and the different topic types.
Each word is associated with a topic vector, which
describes how much information the word w carries
about each possible topic type ti:

(a) Default: From the set of predicted topics,
select the most supported topic as the current topic.
(b) What-is-said heuristics: If the predicted
topics do not include the supported topic,
rely on what is said, and select the most
supported topic as the current topic (of.
the Jumping Context approach in Qu et
al. (1996)).
(c) What-is-talked-about heuristics: If the
words do not support any topic (e.g. all the
words are unknown or out-of-domain), rely
on what is predicted and select the most
likely topic as the current topic.

topvector( mi( w, t l ), mi( w, t ~), ..., mi( w, t,~ ) )
For instance, the topic vector of the word room is:
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Figure 3 shows schematically how the algorithm
works.

U 1 ~ Wll, Wl2,...,Wlm
U 2 - w21" w 2 2 , ..., W 2 m
U 3 - w 3 l , w 3 2 , ..., W 3 m

---> T 1
---:> T 2
---> T 3

PredtcHon:
T n - m a x p ( T k I Tk_2Tk_ 1 )
Tk

U n - W n l , Wn2 ....... W n m

---> T n

rni(W'nl,Ta)"

mi ('I,Vn 2 , T a }

rni(Wnrn T a

mi(Wnl,T b)

m i ( W n 2 , T b)

m i ( W n r n , T b)

m i ( W n l , T k)

mi(Wn2,Tk)

m

Supporl:

rni(Un,Tk) -

32 m i ( W n i , T k )
i=l

T n - max mi(Un,Tk)
Tk

• .

ml(Wnm,Tk)

~;elect:
Default:

T n - m a x m i ( U n , T k)
Tk

W h a t is said ;

T n - m a x m i ( U n , T k)
T~

W h a t is talked about:

T n - m a x p ( T k I T k _ 2 T k . 1)
'r k

and Tn ~ max pfTklTk_2Tk_l)}
ak

Figure 3: Scheme of the Predict-Support Algorithm.
Using the probabilities obtained by the trigram
backoff model, the set of likely topics is actually a
set of all topic types ordered according to their likelihood. However, the original idea of the topic trees
is to constrain topic shifts (transitions from a node
to its daughters or sisters are favoured, while shifts
to nodes in separate branches are less likely to occur unless the information under the current node
is exhaustively discussed), and to maintain this restrictive property, we take into consideration only
topics which have probability greater than an arbitrary limit p.
Instead of having only one utterance analysed
at the time and predicting its topic~ a speech recognizer produces a word lattice, and the topic is
to be selected among candidates for several word
strings. We envisage the Predict-Support algorithm
will work in the described way in these cases as well.
However, an extra step must be added in the selection process: once the topics are decided for the
n-best word strings in the lattice, the current topic
is selected among the topic candidates as the highest supported topic• Consequently, the word string
associated with the selected topic is then picked up
as the current utterance.
We must make two caveats for the performance
of the algorithm, related to the sparse data problem in calculating mutual information. First, there
is no difference between out-of-domain words and
unknown but in-domain words: both are treated as
providing no information about the topic types. If
such words are rare, the algorithm works fine since
the other words in the utterance usually support
t:he correct topic• However, if such words occur fie-
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quently, there is a difference in regard to whether
the unknown words belong to the domain or not.
Repeated out-of-domain words may signal a shift to
a new topic: the speaker has simply j u m p e d into
a different domain. Since the out-of-domain words
do not contribute to any expected topic type, the
topic shift is not detected. On the other hand, if
unknown but in-domain words are repeated, mutual information by which the topic types are supported is too coarse and fails to make necessary distinctions; hence, incorrect topics can be assigned.
For instance, if lunch is an unknown word, the utterance Is lunch included? may get an incorrect
topic type RooMPRICE since this is supported by
the other words of the utterance whose topic vectors were build on the basis of the training corpus
examples like Is tax included?
The other caveat is opposite to unknown words.
If a word occurs in the corpus but only with a particular topic type, mutual information between the
word and the topic becomes high, while it is zero
with the other topics. This co-occurrence may just
be an accidental fact due to a small training corpus, and the word can indeed occur with other topic
types too. In these cases it is possible that the algorithm m a y go wrong: if none of the predicted topics
of the utterance is supported by the words, we rely
on the What-is-said heuristics and assign the highly
supported but incorrect topic to the utterance. For
instance, if included has occurred only with ROOMPRICE, the utterance Is lunch included? may still
get an incorrect topic, even though lunch is a known
word: mutual information mi(included, RoomPrice)
may be greater than mi(lunch, Meals).
4

Experiments

We tested the Predict-Support algorithm using
cross-validation on our corpus. The accuracy results
of the first predictions are given in Table 4. PP is
the corpus perplexity which represents the average
branching factor of the corpus, or the number of alternatives from which to choose the correct label at
a given point.
For the pruned topic types, we reserved 10 randomly picked dialogues for testing (each test file contained about 400-500 test utterances), and used the
other 70 dialogues for training in each test cycle.
The average accuracy rate, 78.68 % is a satisfactory
result. We also did another set of cross-validation
tests using 75 dialogues for training and 5 dialogues
for testing, and as expected, a bigger training corpus gives better recognition results when perplexity
stays the same.
To compare how nmch difference a bigger number of topic tags makes to the results, we conducted cross-validation tests with the original 62
topic types• A finer set of topic tags does worsen

Test type
Topics = 10
train = 70 files
Topics = '10
train = 75 files
Topics = 62
train = 70 files
Dacts = 32
train = 70 files

PP

PS-algorithm

BO model

3.82

78.68

41.30

3.74

80.55

40.33

5.59

64.96

41.32

6.22

58.52

19.80

Figure 4: Accuracy results of the first predictions.
the accuracy, but not as much as we expected: the
Support-part of the algorithm effectively remedies
prediction inaccuracies.
Since the same corpus is also tagged with speech
acts, we conducted similar cross-validation tests
with speech act labels. The recognition rates are
worse t h a n those of the 62 topic types, although
perplexity is almost the same. We believe that this
is because speech acts ignore the actual content of
the utterance. Although our speech act labels are
surface-oriented, they correlate with only a few fixed
phrases (I would like to; please), and are thus less
suitable to convey the semantic focus of the utterances, expressed by the content words than topics,
which by definition deal with the content.
As the lower-bound experiments we conducted
cross-validation tests using the trigram backoffmodel, i.e. relying only on the context which records
the history of topic types. For the first ranked predictions the accuracy rate is about 40%, which is on
the same level as the first ranked speech act predictions reported in Reithinger and Maier (1995).
The average precision of the Predict-Support algorithm is also calculated (Table 5). Precision is the
ratio of correctly assigned tags to the total number
of assigned tags. The average precision for all the
pruned topic types is 74.64%, varying from 95.63%
for ROOM to 37.63% for MIx. If MIX is left out,
the average precision is 79.27%. The poor precision
for MIX is due to the unknown word problem with
mutual information.
Topic type
contact
iam
meals
name
mix

Precision
55.75
79.13
82.13
88.12
37.63

,

=

Topic type
payin
res
room
stay
Average

Precision
83.25
62.13
95.63
88.00
74.64

Figure 5: Precision results for different topic types.
The results of the topic recognition show that the
model performs well, and we notice a considerable
improvement in the accuracy rates compared to accuracy rates in speech act recognition cited in section
2 (modulo perplexity). Although the rates are somewhat optimistic as we used transcribed dialogues (=
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the correct recognizer output), we can still safely
conclude that topic information provides a promising starting point in attempts to provide an accurate
context for the spoken dialogue systems. This can
be further verified in the perplexity measures for the
word recognition: compared to a general language
model trained on non-tagged dialogues, perplexity
decreases by 20 % for a language model which is
trained on topic-dependent dialogues, and by 14 %
if we use an open test with unknown words included
as well (Jokinen and Morimoto, 1997).
At the end we have to make a remark concerning
the relevance of speech acts: our argumentation is
not meant to underestimate their use for other purposes in dialogue modelling, but rather, to emphasise the role of topic information in successful context management: in our opinion the topics provide
a more reliable and straighforward approximation of
the utterance meaning than speech acts, and should
not be ignored in the definition of context models
for spoken dialogue systems.

5

Conclusions

The paper has presented a probabilistic topic model
to be used as a context model for spoken dialogue
systems. The model combines both top-down and
bottom-up approaches to topic modelling: the topic
tree, which structures domain knowledge, provides
expectations of likely topic shifts, whereas the information structure of the utterances is linked to the
topic types via topic vectors which describe mutual
information between the words and topic types. The
Predict-Support Algorithm assigns topics to utterances, and achieves an accuracy rate of 78.68 %, and
a precision rate of 74.64%.
The paper also suggests that the context needed to
maintain robustness of spoken dialogue systems can
be defined in terms of topic types rather than speech
acts. Our model uses actually occurring words and
topic information of the domain, and gives highly
competitive results for the first ranked topic prediction: there is no need to resort to extra information
to disambiguate the three best candidates. Construction of the context, necessary to improve word
recognition and for further processing, becomes thus
more accurate and reliable.
Research on statistical topic modelling and combining topic information with spoken language systems is still new and contains several aspects for future research. We have mentioned automatic domain modelling, in which clustering methods can
be used to build necessary topic trees. Another research issue is the coverage of topic trees. Topic
trees can be generalised in regard to world knowledge, but this requires deep analysis of the utterance
meaning, and an inference mechanism to reason on
conceptual relations. We will explore possibilities to

extract semantic categories from the parse tree and
integrate these with the topic knowledge. We will
also investigate further the relation between topics
and speech acts, and specify their respective roles in
context management for spoken dialogue systems.
Finally, statistical modelling is prone to sparse data
problems, and we need to consider ways to overcome
inaccuracies in calculating mutual information.
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